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Welcome. Embrace the 3-E-Principle!
 
Explore. Evolve. Enhance!
 
are you just starting out in this genre, or are you already a 
versed model shooter? Whatever level you are on right now: You 
will gain new insights, fresh ideas and your takeaways for sure!
 
So, welcome to my extensive tutorial that takes you by the hand 
and guides you all the way from starting out in Sexy Women 
Photography to finished compelling and thoroughly diverse 
alluring images. I will help you to create your first complete 
portfolio with a vast variety of styles or – in case you already 
have that - an enhanced and revamped showcase of your 
signature style! 
 
Awesomeness included!
 
 
 
Philosophy of SMOOTH
 
Fundamentals? Sure!  
Creation, implementation, finishing and polishing specific looks? 
Certainly!  
Presented in the easiest available way of learning? You bet!
 
The very basic question I asked myself in the beginning was how 
to arrange a comprehensive, profound and easy to understand, 
fully replicable tutorial that is helpful to you.
So in order to take on this challenge and receive professional 
support for this project, I partnered up with my friends from 
FotoTV Germany. These folks are most experienced in outlining 
such ideas. After brainstorming and quite a long phase of 
concept planning, the educational approach of this tutorial series 
turned into a very thorough and extremely detailed course.
 
I am mentoring you by showing you every approach, idea and 
step needed to get at least the same appealing results I am 
sharing with you here. As SMOOTH as possible! No hiding of any 
aspect or trying to cover up the more complicated tasks, no! 

I am translating all necessary components into a full-blown and 
easy-to-rely-on stream of SMOOTHNESS.

SMooTH

Model Melisa, MUHA Aneta, Dan

Melisa Mendini & Dan

Marc Ludwig, FotoTV Germany & Dan
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Detailed Guidance Offers You Space for Evolvement 
 
In the “Basics” section I am demonstrating that you don’t need 
to invest thousands of dollars (or Euros over here in Europe) in 
order to create a wide variety of looks and images. Instead, you 
will find out that it’s the mix of your creativity, vision, a bit of 
tech and relying on this compendium that builds the necessary 
foundation which in turn allows for the desired variety of results.
 
Follow my tips, replicate my concepts and – this is the important 
part – exercise, enhance and evolve the ideas on your own!
The practical case studies (shoots) are meticulously taken apart. 
They let you follow an all-embracing step-by-step instruction-
path from start to finish.
 
Additionally, I have prepared a cheat sheet per look for you, 
listing all important aspects used for your own shoot in a 
convenient way.

Starting Out? Stress-Relief Guaranteed!
 
Being on set with a sexy model for the first time?  
Light, camera settings, talk, music, directing, posing, focus… - a bit overwhelming, right?
 
For shooting your first sexy woman, I will provide you with an easy-to-set-up and smooth-to-handle 
lighting design that allows you to fully concentrate on the work with your model. It’s the model after 
all, not the light that plays an important part in your beginnings. 

You will work in a spacious action radius that offers and guarantees the best precondition for directing 
your subject into the desired poses: full-length, three-quarter, portraiture, expressions, hand & arm 
posing. Once again - bit by bit.
 

Looking for Improvement? Boost Your Portfolio.

After the first action we fully concentrate on building, enhancing and compiling your portfolio with a 
diversity of looks – shot in studio and indoor locations. It is a low-tech approach but at the same time 
highly specific with regard to the compositional details of each certain style.  

These exercises are the perfect set of tools to work out the various differences and create unique 
series for a remarkable, useful and intensified showcase.

SMooTH
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It’s All About Variety 

Different sets/situations/arrangements that strongly separate each of them from the others are the 
key for a lively, exciting, striking and substantial portfolio. An elaborated port is always based upon 
different shots representing varying looks. A look is a mood is a story is an expression… - it’s not only 
about the way the model appears!
 
Every model (amateur to pro), girl next door, any lady on your journey…– every single one of them is 
looking for this specific thing when you approach them with your shoot request: Your experience and 
versatility that’s reflected by your portfolio. If you have not already been shooting models for a couple 
of years, then the best strategy really is to build your imagery purposefully based on a variation of 
setups.
 

Looks: Mood & Style & Story 
 
A look itself - that will be shot in a set/scene - is always comprised of different ingredients: beautifying, 
styling, lighting design, posing/acting, composition (and post production).
For the first time, I am presenting a completely revealed overview of 7 characterized looks in the main 
categories classic, soft and bold. 
 
Learn all about this range of styles and subsequently their practical implementation chapter-by-
chapter.
 

It’s Your Turn: Learn, Create, Feedback
 
I wish you an explosive learning curve and lots of projects where you can replicate, evolve and 
improve the knowledge you will receive here! I am most certain that you can go a very long way with 
the information and impulse provided here.
 
Note: It would make me quite happy if you were willing to share the thoughts, comments, questions 
and results that arise during your journey. 
Drop me a few lines and images on: (email address is in the eBook revealed)
 
Thank you most kindly for your interest in this tutorial, your trust in my approach and for 
supporting my work.
 
         Yours,

SMooTH
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The Little Kit of Light
An AmAzInG jOurnEY STArTS: LET ThErE BE LIGhT! 

This very first chapter is dedicated to demonstrate you how we are able to create amazing 
different looks with little equipment. Difference is the key factor! 

We don’t want to have the have the same look and feel over and over again, right?

Nuts & Bolts THE LITTLE KIT OF LIGHT

All looks for this tutorial were created using the (enhanced) Little Kit of Light







    
DAN HOSTETTLER - Photographer, Author, Solopreneur 

Dan Hostettler is a Switzerland born solopreneur, photographer and author. In 1995 
he graduated from the Professional School for Fine Arts and Design in Bern as a 
photographer. 

 
Dan has been a professional sexy women photographer for more than 15 years. 

In 2001 Dan founded his flagship StudioPrague in Prague, Czech Republic, , which includes a dedicated 
production company that has received international recognition and offers private, high-end work-
shops. Dan has had the pleasure of photographing some of the world’s most beautiful female nude 
models and he always strives to capture that “bold sexy moment”, both in the studio and on location. 

StudioPrague continues in 2013 with its latest innovation, BLOG+, an online learning environment 
dedicated to help train and mentor other photography enthusiasts in Sexy Women Photography.
 
Aside from his own creations, Dan has been internationally published and featured among others on 
and in GQ Online, The India Times, FashionONE TV, GoodLight! Magazine, FotoTV, ModelMayhem EDU, 
MUZE Magazine, FOTOdigital.
 
Dan’s passion for traveling, cinema and visual adventures translates into a high degree of skill and 
creativity. Inspired by the world’s top magazines and brands like Playboy, Maxim, FHM, Vogue and 
Victoria’s Secret amongst others, Dan continues his pursuit of being the best in his field. 

Dan Hostettler

Melisa Mendini
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Start Creating 
Your Portfolio Now!

https://studioprague.com/market/smooth-creating-sexy-women-photography-enhance-improve-your-portfolio-the-easy-way/


Photography Lighting with Dan Hostettler

ESSENTIALS. 
Studio Lighting for Nude Photography  

Juice Things Up!
Does studio lighting scare you away?
Too many lights, light modifiers, gear and stuff?
Have you never ever worked seriously with studio equipment?
Are you curious about improving and evolving your style?

This book delivers the perfect “one size fits all” access: for 
newcomers, amateurs, aficionados, even versed pros – there 
is always something new to explore whether it is fresh from 
scratch or just tidbits.

• 280 pages
• 19 all-inclusive case studies/lighting setups for 
   1, 2, 3 & 4  lights (+ reflectors)
• feat. Jenni Czech & Melisa Mendini

DRAMA. 
Simple Dramatic Lighting

This lighting guide is the first comprehensive and intuitive 
photo lighting guide with visualized 3D setups, full gear 
description and lighting diagrams showing 5 different, tasteful 
sexy scenarios with Playmate Centerfold Coxy Dominika. 

Drama light does not mean to create dusky sceneries but 
rather working with well-chosen light areas and corresponding 
accents.

• 105 pages
• Over 70 key visuals & descriptions in 3D
• 36 tasteful nude images in 5 sets
• 5 complete lighting setups for 1, 2 & 3 lights
• feat. Czech Playmate Coxy Dominika
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https://gum.co/essentialstudiolighting
https://gum.co/dramaticlighting


Fashion-like Model Poses Will Boost Your Creative 
Concepts

It’s Your Story! Poses can be expressive, dramatic or 
simplistic. Learn how to expand your vision and build 
an exciting portfolio. 

With most glamour modeling, posing is often limited 
and less creatively applied than in fashion modeling. 
Mixing the two genres along with freestyle fash-
ion-like expressions, allows your models to freely 
switch from one fanciful, emotive and unique pose to 
another without restrictions.

Fashion-like model poses will boost your creative 
concepts!

Posing & Directing Models: Creative Impact

Quick Reference Guides created by Dan Hostettler & BLOG+ 145
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Video Trainings by Dan Hostettler & BLOG+

Video Training
glam & artNUDES – The Anatomy of a 
Production Day

Gain valuable insights and a full documenta-
tion of a real and typical production day of Dan 
Hostettler.
 
You get to see a full production day from A to Z! 
Dan reveals the production process from  
concept to planning to execution! Based on 
team effort, yet founded on his art direction, 
photography and production management. 

• 133 min runtime, 1080p FullHD
• Get Double Value: 2 Photographers – 
   glamNUDE AND artNUDE!
• 5 Looks & Sets fully explained and 
   revealed
• Pre-Production Process aspects fully 
   revealed
• feat. Czech Playmate Coxy Dominika
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